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DOES PRIOR KNOWLEDGE AFFECT A RISE OR DECLINE IN 
CURIOSITY? 

 
A study on curiosity from an information theoretic perspective 

Tim Lind 

 

To study whether the curiosity can decline or not for a certain task could help us understand how to keep 
students both interested and engaged in all the different subjects that the education system has to offer. This 
study aimed to first find a way to measure curiosity, to then see if it changes over time, and if it shows to be 
different between low performing people and high performing people. 20 people participated at two different 
sessions. At the first session uncertainty was measured in form of Shannon’s entropy. At the second session 
participants got to choose between more or less informative options, and then gain feedback depending on 
the choice. The entropy proved to be a valid predictor for information choice and was used as curiosity 
measurement in form of a time cost by expected information gain. Patterns in curiosity change over time was 
found for the sample, low performing participants and high performing participants, where the sample and 
high performing people showed a significant effect of curiosity decline. 
 
Att studera huruvida nyfikenhet kan avtaga eller ej för en särskild uppgift kan hjälpa oss förstå hur man kan 
hålla studenter både intresserade och engagerade i de olika ämnena som utbildningssystemet erbjuder. Den 
här studien siktade på att först finna ett sätt at mäta nyfikenhet, för att sedan se om förändras över tid, samt 
om det är någon skillnad för låg och högpresterande personer. 20 studenter deltog vid två separata tillfällen. 
Vid första tillfället mättes osäkerhet i form av Shannon’s entropi. Vid det andra tillfället fick deltagarna välja 
mellan mer eller mindre informativa val, och få feedback utifrån detta. Entropin visade sig kunna förutsäga 
om deltagarna valde feedback, och användes därför som mått på nyfikenhet i form av tidskostnad per 
förväntad informationsvinst. Mönster för nyfikenhetsförändring över tid kunde ses hos populationen, de 
lågpresterande samt högpresterande deltagarna, där både urvalsgruppen samt de högpresterande deltagarna 
visade en signifikant effekt av avtagande nyfikenhet. 

 
 
Curiosity could be expressed as how much one is willing to pay to get it satisfied. If a 
person is really into a subject one can reasonably argue that there is less knowledge to gain 
for this person in this subject, than for some other person that is not too familiar with the 
subject. One student can find a certain task too easy and another student can find the same 
task too hard. The question is if the more knowledgeable person will show to be less 
curious over task repetition or actually more curious, than less knowledgeable persons. 
Curiosity is said to be one of the more important factors driving educational attainment 
(Day, 1982) and it is suggested to be a combination of both interest and engagement 
(Arnone, Small, Chauncey, & McKenna, 2011). To study whether the curiosity changes over 
time or not for a certain task could help us understand how to keep students both 
interested and engaged by looking at how many tasks one is willing to repeat before an 
eventual decline in curiosity takes place. Also, if it changes differently for low performing 
students and high performing students it could help us know how to manipulate the 
amount of repetitions over time depending on the prior knowledge, for example in a course 
or at a test. Gaining knowledge in this area could be of great value for developing better 
educational instruments, which is of standing interest in modern day society. Because to 
learn basic knowledge in various different subjects is seen as a good way to help build an 
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understanding of the rules within the community framework, and is also obligatory 
according to The Swedish national agency for education (Skolverket, 2011). To keep the 
students both interested and engaged in all of the subjects is a difficult task for a teacher. In 
this study we will first try to find a way to measure curiosity, and if it works, answer the 
two questions “Can it decline?” and “Does it depend on a person’s degree of prior 
knowledge?”. By answering these questions we might gain some understanding in how 
teachers should assemble educational instruments with respect to repetitiveness and task 
difficulty.  
 
The interest of a subject seems to have big relevance for how much an individual knows 
about the subject. For example, people with clear interest in soccer also have more 
knowledge about soccer (Schneider & Bjorklund, 1992), and people also tend to put more 
effort in to work and learning when the type of task is somehow supporting their interests 
(Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992). 
 
The engagement to do things has in early curiosity studies thought to have its explanation 
in extrinsic rewards like hunger, thirst and sex. It is then said to be a driving force of child 
development as well as educational attainment, and that it works like an appetite which is 
rather easily satisfied. Though curiosity have invoked a theoretical puzzle about why 
people tend to be so strongly attracted to things of no apparent extrinsic benefit 
(Loewenstein, 1994). In school extrinsic rewards can be high grades, prizes or praise, when 
intrinsic rewards are based on general enjoyment or fulfillment in doing things for one’s 
own sake, for example painting a picture for no apparent external reason. The reason for 
distinguishing the two is just because one can paint a picture without the demand of an 
external reward like getting a grade on it. People seem to show more or less engagement in 
doing things without the need for extrinsic rewards (Cameron & Pierce, 2002). These are 
two types of motivation, but in this study we will be addressing the intrinsic motivation 
which is seen as the inner drive to do things for one's own enjoyment rather than gaining 
external rewards. 
 
We are curious about the things that surround us, we can be more or less certain of what 
they are, and basically what we seek for is more information. “Is that a dog or a tiger?”, “If I 
google for ‘velleity’, what will I find?”. Arentze and Timmermans (2005) says that 
individuals who travel to unfamiliar places, rather than places they have already been to, 
gain more from the visit. We believe curiosity works in a rather similar way, the more 
information one can expect to gain the more curiosity will be shown towards it. And once 
satisfied, we are more knowledgeable. The uncertainty about something triggers us in less 
or greater degrees to engage in exploratory activities to gain more information. Curiosity is 
then not something binary, it’s more of a gradient where we can be more or less uncertain 
and we can find ourselves more or less encouraged to gain more information.   
 
Shannon's information theory talks about uncertainty in terms of noise in a message. The 
main idea is that a message consists of pieces of information called information bits. The 
message then consists of noise in form of various information bits, and information in form 
of a single or a combination of information bit(s). Extracting the noise out from a message 
in our case would then imply gaining no complete knowledge at all about the message. To 
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define a certain piece of information we can look at the probability distribution over the 
different information bits for a certain message. A certain piece of information can then be 
defined as the likelihood of it actually occurring instead of all other pieces of information. 
In other words, how much of the uncertainty can this piece of information explain about 
the whole message? And more importantly, how much uncertainty does the whole message 
contain? Shannon talks about uncertainty in terms of Entropy, where the min entropy over 
a message would be zero (no uncertainty) and high entropy over a message represents 
high uncertainty over the message. The uncertainty for a message is at max when all 
possible outcomes are equally possible or in other terms when all the information bits say 
equally much about the message. The entropy (H) is calculated for some variable (X) over 
the possible value outcomes of some information bit (I). 
 

 
 
The entropy (H) depends on the amount of information bits and how much each 
information bit contributes with to the whole message. For example, we flip ten coins 
where every coin differs in weight distribution between the sides, and we want to know 
how much uncertainty/entropy there is flipping all coins at once (X). Every coin is then 
seen as one information bit (i) of ten, and every coin contributes with their own different 
amount of information (p(xi)) because of their different weight distributions (Shannon, 
1948). 
 

Measuring curiosity 
To measure the curiosity of an individual there is a need for a stimulus setting that leads to 
a behavior where the individual shows to be more or less engaged in gaining information 
about something. Information theory presents us with a definition of information that says 
that all information consists of information bits which can be used to calculate the 
uncertainty over a whole message by Shannon’s entropy. The certainty of what is the right 
answer can therefore be described as the entropy over what the right answer is. This 
means that if we can measure the entropy over a question for an individual, we can then 
see if the individual feel more or less encouraged gaining the answer (more information) of 
the question depending on if there’s low or high entropy. If people are more willing to gain 
information on questions where the entropy shows to be high, we can confirm the findings 
of Arentze and Timmermans (2005), as well as say that the expected information gain seem 
to be a valid predictor for curiosity.  
 
But how do we measure how willing someone is to gain information? What we need here is 
some quantifier that can differentiate between different amounts of information. To 
measure the incentive value of information it has to be trade-off against some other desired 
quantity. It implies that the person is required to choose information-gain at the cost of for 
example money or time. In this study we will be using time because it is a direct way to 
have the person experience the cost, and it also lets us express curiosity as time per 
information bit, or for that matter the alternative money per time spent because the length 
of the test will vary depending on the choices. And we are not sure yet if expected 
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information-gain at all can predict the information-choice. By choosing to gain more 
information one also chooses a higher cost in time punishment. By picking one choice over 
another the person will consider the cost-to-gain ratio between the choices. This lets us 
present a question to the person to then let the person choose between a low information 
choice and high information choice, and depending on the choice we can give the person 
more or less information about the question. 
 

Calculating the information-gain 
We see two ways to calculate the information-gain. One method to calculate it is to use the 
difference in information-gain between picking the low information-choice and high 
information-choice. To calculate the marginal information-gain of a question (MIG(x)) we 
have to calculate the information-gain for both the low information-choice and the high 
information-choice. Where H(x) is the question entropy and eliminating 1 incorrect 
alternative by random, the low information-choice would give the information-gain IGL: 
 

𝐼𝐺𝐿(𝑥)  =  𝐻(𝑥)  −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 4 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐻(𝑥|1 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) 
 
Then, the information-gain IGH for the high information-choice would be removing all 
incorrect answers, with other words removing all entropy: 
 

𝐼𝐺𝐻(𝑥)  =  𝐻(𝑥)  −  𝐻(𝑥|𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) 
 
Which gives us the final marginal information-gain MIG: 
 

𝑀𝐼𝐺(𝑥)  =  𝐼𝐺𝐻(𝑥)  −  𝐼𝐺𝐿(𝑥) 
 
Another method to calculate the information-gain would be using the prior entropy, 
meaning the entire entropy for the question. To calculate the information-gain (IG(x)) for a 
question we first need the entropy for the question (H(x)). Then how much entropy is 
removed once information is gained, in this case all incorrect answers 
(H(x|𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠)). By using the prior entropy as information-gain we then 
get: 
 

𝐼𝐺(𝑥)  =  𝐻(𝑥)  −  𝐻(𝑥|𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) 
 
Since gaining the answer implies removing all entropy/uncertainty this means that we get 
an information-gain that equals to H(x). For this study we have chosen to go further with 
using the prior entropy, partly due to time limitations for the project, but also because we 
believe that calculating the marginal information-gain is very demanding for a person on 
the narrow time limits needed to go thru the many items in the experiment.  
 
Now if entropy together with the time trade-off can measure curiosity by a quantifier 
time/bit, we can look at the questions in hand. Does curiosity rise or decline over time? 
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Curiosity rise or curiosity decline? 
Will people be more curious in the beginning of the test than in the end of it? With our 
curiosity measure this implies that the time/bit of information should be lower towards the 
end than it was at the start of the test. We believe that people will simply become saturated 
by repeating the same task over and over again, the task will hence not prove to be worth 
its time cost after a certain time period. What we want to do here is to use word problems 
which are of generally lower time per item and therefore a rather sensitive time series 
measure. By doing this, can we see a decline in curiosity after a longer period of time in the 
test? Or will the curiosity rise? 
 

Rise or decline depending on performance 
If we can see a rise or decline over the sample population is interesting. Though there can 
still be individual differences for example in performance. We believe that high performing 
people will have a faster declining curve of curiosity, this because these people should 
generally have lower entropy over each question and hence see less to gain. The low 
performing people should therefore show a slower declining curve of curiosity. Because 
over the test there is more information for them to gain. Though the vast amount of 
information might even saturate the curiosity for low performing people, the question is 
whether the expected information-gain will act for good or bad over a longer time period. 
 
 

Hypotheses 
Basically we have three hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that the less an individual know 
about a synonym-item the more they should be willing to pay in order to gain more 
information about it. Since we measure curiosity through information theory this boils 
down to if the entropy will be able to predict the information-choice. Low entropy over a 
question should mean that the participant is less uncertain about the question, and 
therefore the low information-choice should be the obvious choice because the low 
information-gain choice is of less time punishment (cost). Vice versa goes for high entropy. 
A question with high entropy should imply that the participant chooses the high 
information-choice, though only if the participant values the extra time that is added as fair 
and worth the information-gain. 
 
The second hypothesis is that over time both individuals with low prior knowledge and 
high prior knowledge will have a declining curve of curiosity because repeating the same 
task over a long time period is of exhausting nature. 
 
The third hypothesis is that individuals with high prior knowledge will have a faster 
declining curve than individuals with low prior knowledge. This because the entropy is 
smaller for the high performing individuals than for low performing individuals, and they 
simply have less to gain throughout the test. 
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Method 

Participants 
A total of 20 participants participated in the study where 12 were men and 8 were women. 
Ages ranged between 19 and 34 with a mean age of 23,5. Recruitment was done via 
billboards all over Umeå University campus to attract students with various study 
backgrounds. Demands were put on normal to corrected to normal eyesight, being fluent in 
Swedish, and being either 18 or up to 40 years old.  
 

Instrument 
The experiment was based on word-synonymity. The word-questions used were collected 
from the Swedish scholastic aptitude tests between year 2006 and 2011 with a total of 
eleven tests each containing 40 questions in Swedish. In these tests a question are 
presented as one expression with five alternative answers being more or less synonymous 
to the expression. The participants are told to choose the answer alternative seen as most 
synonymous. The participants have about 22,5 seconds per question over 40 questions. 
The last question in these tests is of different character (longer phrasings) and was 
therefore not used in this study. Of the remaining 429 questions 160 were used as test 
questions and picked out through analysis of the answers of the Swedish population in 
order to get an even item-distribution of entropy. After that the questions were sorted by 
the entropy to then be collected by a histogram-like function using bins to obtain a 
rectangular spread from min to max entropy. The entropy spread turned out to be from 
0,949 to 2,290. The same was done for 10 extra training questions which were separated 
from the test questions. The entropy spread for these questions turned out to be from 
1,262 to 2,226. 
 

Stimulus 
The experiment consisted of two parts. The first part measured the entropy for each 
question and every participant, by doing so also measuring the participants’ prior 
knowledge for every question. The second measured prior knowledge in order to confirm 
validity between the parts, and then measures curiosity by the use of the trade-off method. 
The idea was to first collect the entropy for each item and every participant in part one, and 
then see if the entropy could predict which curiosity choice the participant picks in part 
two. A curiosity choice was either a low information-gain option or a high information-gain 
option. The trade-off method was used by having the low information-choice eliminating 
one wrong alternative at the cost of one added second to the item, and the high 
information-choice eliminating all four wrong answers at the cost of four added seconds to 
the item. In both the first part and second part the items were presented in random order 
to the participant to eliminate item order effects while measuring time series data. 
 

Procedure 
 

Part one 
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In the first part, prior knowledge was measured. The subjects were presented with two 
expressions and are told to grade on a scale from 0-100 how synonymous these 
expressions are each other. A maximum time of five seconds was set per item. Grading was 
done by clicking with the mouse on a scale appearing on the screen, and between every 
item the mouse pointer was reset to the middle of the scale (Figure 1). The task was done 
for each items alternative-answers, meaning that the target expression were paired with 
each alternative-answer to create a total of five pairs for each item. This was done in order 
to attain the prior knowledge entropy over the answer alternatives for each item. The 
answers were then normalized so that each alternative got a value ranging between zero 
and one, and so that they all together add up to one. This part consisted of 800 questions 
and was splitted into four blocks with optional lengthened pauses. This part took about an 
hour. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of an item in part one. Shows the task 
question translated as “How synonymous are these two 
expressions each other on a scale 0-100?”, followed by two 
expressions and then a scale from 0-100 used to give the 
estimate. 

 
 
 Part two 
In the second part the participant were shown an expression and five different alternatives. 
The task was to within seven seconds choose the most synonymous answer (Figure 2.1). So 
far the task is identical to the original test at the Swedish scholastic aptitude test except for 
the narrow time limit (seven seconds compared to 22,5 seconds). Once seven seconds had 
passed and the participant had made a choice, a grey screen appeared (Figure 2.2), 
otherwise it skipped to the next item and the item had to be revisited. Then the participant 
had to choose within three seconds between “1: Eliminating 1 incorrect alternative and add 
1 second to the item”; or “2: Eliminating all incorrect alternatives and add 4 seconds to the 
item”. If no answer were given within three seconds it skipped to the next item and the 
item had to be revisited. If a choice were made, then based on the information-choice either 
one or four seconds delay was added to the appearance of the grey screen. Then feedback 
was shown, which consisted of either presenting the question again, with either one 
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incorrect alternative removed, or all incorrect alternatives removed, depending on the 
information-choice. Feedback was shown for 1,5 seconds. This part consisted of 160 
questions splitted into four blocks with optional lengthened pauses. This part took about 
an hour. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Eliminating 1 
incorrect alternative. 

 
Figure 2.1. Alternative-choice. 
Task question translated as 
”Choose the alternative that’s 
most synonymous to the 
expression”. 

 
Figure 2.2. Information-choice. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Eliminating all 
incorrect alternatives. 

Figure 2. Screenshots of the part two procedure for one item and the outcomes of information-choice 
one and two. 

 
 

Results 
 

As mentioned in the introduction the prior entropy was used to calculate the expected 
information-gain. Which stated that the information-gain (IG) for a question is equal to the 
entropy for the question (H(x)) and removing all incorrect alternatives (H(x|all incorrect 
alternatives)). Which gives us: 
 

𝐼𝐺(𝑥)  =  𝐻(𝑥)  −  𝐻(𝑥|𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) 
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This gives an information-gain that equals to H(x) because the answer is given as feedback. 
 
When talking about the curiosity measure time per information bit, time will be measured 
in seconds and therefore the term “s/bit” will be used.  
 
As seen in Figure 3 the proportion of high information-choices ranges between 0,2 and 1. 
The vast majority seem to pick the high information-choice between 35% and 50% of the 
times. The spread tells us that participants seem to have been differently curious about the 
task.  

 

Figure 3. Proportion of high information-choices 
for each participant sorted. 

 
As seen in Figure 4 participants spends one up to about two seconds per information bit, 
and the vast majority seem to be spending between 0,5 and 1,3 seconds per information 
bit. The spread tells us that participants seem to have been differently curious about the 
task. 

 

Figure 4. Seconds/bit for each participant 
sorted. 
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As seen in Figure 5 participants shows a proportion of correct in the range between about 
0,2 to about 0,9. The vast majority seem to have between 50% and 70% correct. The spread 
tells us that participants seem to have been differently skilled at the task. 

 

Figure 5. Proportion of correct for each 
participant sorted. 

 

High information-choice and Expected information-gain 
The following figures show the correlation values for if the high information-choice is 
chosen more frequently when the expected information-gain is high. Items are sorted by 
expected information-gain and then binned into ten bins, where each bin contains a 
proportion of high information-choices. The correlation was calculated by the mean values 
over participants for both variables. 
 
As seen in Figure 6 a strong and significant correlation between high information-choice 
and expected information-gain was found, with a correlation coefficient of .93 with p < 
.001. The spread of mean values for high information choices seem not to differ that much 
between low and high entropy. The spread of mean values for entropy seems to go down 
the higher the entropy are.  
 

 

Figure 6. High information-choice plotted 
against prior entropy. Shows the spread for 
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each variable by the standard error of 
means. 

 
 
Figure 7 shows the correlation coefficients and Figure 8 shows the r²-values. A grey-scaled 
color coding displays the proportion of where answers in part one matched with the 
answer in part two. More specifically where the highest ranked alternative in part one was 
the one chosen in part two. This is in a validation purpose to see if the prior knowledge 
measured in part one actually can be used to calculate the entropy. In cases of low matches 
the entropy calculation can be questioned. The red lines represent the critical value of 
significance for the correlation coefficients and r²-values.  Value of .6325 is used for 
correlation coefficients, and .4 is used for r²-values. 
 
Figure 7 shows that four participants chose the high information-choice more frequently 
when the entropy was low (See participants 1-4 in Figure 7), and one of them showed a 
significant correlation on this (See participant 1 in Figure 7). These participants also seem 
to have a very low match between what they answered in part one compared to part two. 
 
By looking at Figure 8 we can see that eleven participants showed significant correlations. 
In Figure 7 we can see that of these eleven participants ten showed a positive correlation 
and one participant showed a negative correlation.  
 

  

Figure 7. Correlation coefficients for the 
correlation between time spent and prior 
entropy for each participant sorted. Color 
coding the proportion of which part one 
answers matches with part two answers. 

Figure 8. r²-values for the correlation between 
time spent and prior entropy for each 
participant sorted. Color coding the proportion 
of which part one answers matches with part 
two answers. 

 

Monte carlo 
A Monte carlo-test was done for high information-choice against expected information-gain 
to see if the spread of the participants’ correlation coefficients were generated by random 
or not. For every participant the entire proportion of high information-choice was used to 
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generate proportions of low and high information-choices in each bin (ten bins sorted by 
the participants’ prior entropy). Then a linear regression was done to produce a correlation 
coefficient. This was done for every participant, and then a mean was taken between the 
participants. This was repeated to produce 10000 mean correlation coefficients. Figure 9 
shows us a histogram of the correlation coefficients produced, and the mean empirical 
correlation coefficient of the group as a black line. The test shows that the whole group 
proved a significant correlation for prior entropy against high information-choice (See 
Figure 9). The individual Monte carlo-tests resulted in ten participants positively being 
separated from the random distribution. One participant was negatively being separated 
from the random distribution. Another participant ended up with a zero-correlation, this is 
the participant that chose the high information-choice throughout the whole test. Eight 
participants were not separated by their random distribution. 
 
 

 

Figure 9. Monte carlo-test of high information-
choice against expected information-gain. 
Black line is the mean correlation coefficient 
for the sample. 

 

Time series data 
The following figures shows seconds/bit over time calculated through the high 
information-choice by prior entropy. Items were aggregated into ten bins and the mean 
value for the participants in respective group was calculated for each bin. 
 

All participants 
The sample showed no significant results on an effect of neither rise nor decline in 

curiosity through linear regression (r²= .11, F1,8 = .96, p > .36,  = -.007), but showed a 
significant effect of curiosity decline through a second degree polynomial fit (r²= .58, F2,7 = 

4.90, p < .05,  = .055, 2 = -.006). Looking at the second degree polynomial fit (See Figure 
11) show that participants tend to start off at about 0,93 seconds per bit to then become 
increasingly curious up to about half the test at one second per bit. From there the decline 
is rather steady and goes down to about 0,88 seconds per bit. 
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Figure 10. Mean of seconds/bit over time 
for the sample by linear regression. 

Figure 11. Mean of seconds/bit over time 
for the sample by 2nd degree polynomial 
fit. 

 

Performance 
A split half selection was made to divide the participants into groups of low and high 
performance depending on how many correct responses they had on part two. The groups 
were divided by the median of 91 correct answers which gives a correct proportion of 0,57 
(See Figure 5). Each group ended up with ten participants. 
 

LOW PERFORMANCE 
The low performance group showed no significant results on an effect of neither rise nor 

decline in curiosity through linear regression (r²= .22, F1,8 = 2.20, p > .17,  = .014) nor a 

second degree polynomial fit (r²= .36, F2,7 = 1.99, p > .2,  = .062, 2 = -.004). Figure 13 
suggests that low performing participants seem to start off at about 0,95 seconds per bit 
and get more curious up to the middle of the test to then even out or perhaps decline in the 
end. It also suggests that they are more curious in the end than in the beginning, though the 
curve gives a hint that it should decline. The low performing group had an average of 1,1 
seconds/bit. 
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Figure 12. Seconds/bit over time for the low 
performance group with a linear regression 
line. 

Figure 13. Seconds/bit over time for the low 
performance group with a 2nd degree fit. 

 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
The high performance group showed significant results on an effect of curiosity decline 

through linear regression (r²= .69, F1,8 = 17.76, p < .005,  = -.027). A second degree 
polynomial fit showed even higher significant results on an effect of curiosity decline (r²= 

.97, F2,7 = 100.48, p < .001,  = .047, 2 = -.007). Figures 12-15 suggest that the high 
performing group showed less curiosity than the low performing group throughout the 
whole test. In the beginning of the test the high performing group spent about 0,85 seconds 
per bit. Then it increased to about 0,9 seconds per bit at about 40% into the test. Then the 
curiosity seem to have gone down rather steady towards the end of the test where it ends 
at 0,62 seconds per bit. The high performing group had an average of 0,8 seconds/bit. 
 

  

Figure 14. Seconds/bit over time for the high 
performance group with a linear regression line. 

Figure 15. Seconds/bit over time for the high 
performance group with a 2nd degree fit. 

 
 

Discussion 
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The results show that expected information-gain can predict information-choice, which in 
our case mean that Shannon’s entropy can be used to measure curiosity by a trade-off in 
added time per information bit. This curiosity measure was therefore used to see if the 
sample showed more or less curiosity throughout the experiment. A significant effect of 
decline in curiosity was found for the sample. The sample was then splitted by 
performance. Low performers showed no significant effect of either rise or decline in 
curiosity. The high performers showed a significant effect of decline in curiosity. 
 
Looking at the variance of the time spent per bit for the participants (See Figure 4), 
participants seem to be more or less willing to choose the high information-choice. With a 
range between 0.4 to about 2 the participants in general seem to spend about 0.5-1.3 
seconds per bit. The spread says that participants seem to be differently curious about the 
task. Even though the participants gained the same extrinsic benefit in form of a small 
compensation, participants show proof of more or less curiosity, which seem to align well 
with the findings of Cameron and Pierce (2002) talking about intrinsic motivation. 
 
The first hypothesis states that the expected information-gain should be a valid predictor 
for which information-choice a participant chooses. As seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8 
showing the variance of correlation coefficients and r²-values for high information-choice 
against prior entropy, eleven participants proved significant correlations. Of these 
participants ten had a positive correlation and one participant a negative correlation. The 
one participant with a negative correlation had a very low match between the two parts, 
meaning that the entropy could have been wrongly calculated. The negative correlation 
could mean that the participant only chose the high information-choice to confirm that the 
answer was correct, or because the participant did not want to know that he/she answered 
incorrect. The same negative correlation was also suggested by three other participants 
(not significant), also with a low match of the answers between the two parts. The low 
match of the answers between the two parts could mean that the entropy is calculated 
badly for these participants. Some participants mentioned after part one that doing the 
estimations was difficult. This because after giving one estimation on an expression-pair, 
another expression-pair sharing one of the expressions seemed to be more/less 
synonymous than the previous. This could both mean that the entropy calculation became 
skewed, but also that some items could have had alternatives which were more 
synonymous to each other than some other items. Here the latter explanation seems to be 
the more plausible one. To see if expected information-gain is a valid predictor for high 
information-choice a Monte carlo-test was done to make sure that the regression is 
significant enough to not have been created by random. The sample proved to be 
significantly separated from the random distribution. A Monte carlo-test on each 
participant showed that eleven of the participants were positively separated from the 
random distribution. Of these participants ten was on the positive side and one on the 
negative side. This means that the experiment seem to prove that expected information-
gain is a valid predictor for high information-choice, hence hypothesis one can be 
confirmed. This also seems to be aligned with what Arentze and Timmermans (2005) 
found about travelers, that when the expected information gain is higher people also gains 
more from the visit. 
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Having confirmed that curiosity is being measured and that time per bit can be used as 
valid measurement term we can move on the second hypothesis. The second hypothesis 
states that over time in the test the participants should show a declining effect of curiosity. 
This because repeating the same task over a long time period is of an exhausting nature. 

The sample showed a significant effect of decline in curiosity (r²= .58, F2,7 = 4.90, p < .05,  

= .055, 2 = -.006). Figure 11 suggests that the curiosity goes up until about half the test to 
then decline and end up lower than it was in the beginning of the test. The argument for the 
hypothesis was that doing a repetitive task is exhausting over a long time period, the 
curiosity should therefore decline over time. Due to limitations in the proportion of this 
study no time was put on measuring how exhausted the participants were, which mean 
that no correlation between curiosity over time and exhaustion could be done. Even though 
a significant effect of decline in curiosity was found, hypothesis two can therefore not be 
confirmed. 
 
The third hypothesis states that high performing participants should have a faster declining 
curve than the low performing participants. This because there is less information to gain 
for high performing people than for low performing people. The low performing group 
showed no effect of either rise or decline in curiosity through neither linear regression (r²= 

.22, F1,8 = 2.20, p > .17,  = .014) nor a second degree polynomial fit (r²= .36, F2,7 = 1.99, p > 

.2,  = .062, 2 = -.004), but Figure 13 suggests that curiosity builds up towards the middle 
of the test to then decline in the end. The high performing group however showed proof of 
a significant decline in curiosity through both linear regression (r²= .69, F1,8 = 17.76, p < 

.005,  = -.027) and a second degree polynomial fit (r²= .97, F2,7 = 100.48, p < .001,  = .047, 

2 = -.007). This though leaves the hypothesis up for questioning, because it inferred that 
both groups would show an effect of curiosity decline. Although, the groups behave very 
differently throughout the test regarding their curiosity only the high performing group 
showed proof of a decline. This is interesting thinking about the difference in information-
gain between the two, because low performing people should in general have more 
information to gain. Therefore they should also be more curious, reasonably even for a 
longer time period than the high performing people. More importantly, the low performing 
people showed to be more curious throughout the whole test than the high performing 
people. On the basis of the hypothesis grounding arguments we can confirm that the 
curiosity runs out faster for high performing people than it does for low performing people, 
and the hypothesis is therefore confirmed. 
 
Some other interesting data shows that one participant in the experiment showed no 
correlation between high information-choice and expected information-gain since the high 
information-choice was taken for every single question. The added time seemed not to be 
enough to keep the participant from taking the high information-choice. This means that 
this participant can’t show a correlation between high information-choice and expected 
information-gain, because the lack of variance in the answers. Therefore this participant 
should have been excluded from the experiment, but due to narrow time limits re-analysis 
could not be done. More interestingly, another participant took so long time for many of the 
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questions (roughly more than a third of the questions) that they had to be visited again. 
Three to four other participants revisited about a fourth to a fifth of the questions. This 
means that the added time is suddenly seven or ten extra seconds per item instead of only 
three seconds that the high information-choice adds. This could mean that the participant 
is thorough and dedicated to the task, either because the interest in words is high, or the 
interest in the task in general is high. It could also mean that the participant is performance 
oriented and want to get every question right. 
 
Returning to the main title of this study, “Does prior knowledge affect a rise or decline in 
curiosity?”. Both the low performing group and the high performing group showed 
tendencies to have a rise in curiosity towards the middle of the test, to then have a decline 
in curiosity towards the end (See Figures 13 & 15). Though High performing people 
showed to be overall less curious than low performing people, which suggests that more 
prior knowledge of word synonymity is connected to a lesser degree of curiosity towards 
word synonymity. High performing people also showed a significant effect of curiosity 
decline, which suggests that more prior knowledge of word synonymity is connected to a 
faster decline of curiosity for repetitive tasks. 
 
Looking at the behavior of the low performing group one could say that a task of this sort 
seem to keep them increasingly curious up to about 30 minutes (half of the test) to then 
even out or even decline. Therefore taking this into consideration when designing learning 
material that tends to rather repetitive tasks of a rather high difficulty level, could make the 
learning more efficient. The high performing groups’ steady decline of curiosity towards 
the end of the test could imply that if there is little information to gain there is not enough 
encouragement to go ahead and get the information. Although, since both groups did a task 
of a rather monotonous nature but showed so different behavior, it could mean that high 
performing people are less curious about this type of task than low performing people. And 
since the low performing group had an average of 1,1 seconds per bit compared to the high 
performing groups’ 0,8 seconds per bit, that might just be the case. 
 
Regarding the method there is some evidence that the estimations in part one did not work 
as planned, four to five people had a rather low match between their answers in part one 
and part two. And some people reported difficulties in this matter as mentioned above. The 
problem with this is that the entropy could have been wrongly calculated, and hence the 
correlation between high information choice and entropy could also be skewed. Some 
people also reported that it was much easier to make a decision when all five alternatives 
was shown, and this could be of interest to look into to develop better investigative tools 
for calculating participants prior entropy. 
 
As mentioned above one participant chose the high information-choice all over the test. 
The time punishment seemed not enough to create a process of analysis between the two 
choices. Therefore maybe a wider spectrum with more or less time punishment could be of 
interest to look at in further studies to better collect the spectrum of curiosity between 
individuals. The low information-choice was now generally seen as a default option, which 
makes our method a pretty binary way to measure the spectrum of information that an 
individual would like to gain. For example, the participants could have more information-
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options to choose between, eliminating directly 1, 2, 3 or 4 alternatives with the buttons on 
the keyboard, instead of just choosing between more information or not. We might then be 
able to see individual degrees of curiosity towards certain questions instead of the rather 
binary option-span that was used in this test. 
 
Another participant, as mentioned above, had to revisit about a third of the questions, and 
there were also some others showing similar behavior but with less revisits. This could be a 
problem for the performance analysis due to a too narrow time limit per question. The 
original Swedish scholastic aptitude test lets the participants spend a mean of 22,5 seconds 
per question, and we limited it to only seven seconds. Though since more time shows proof 
of more curiosity and the low performing people in general were more curious, a longer 
time spent on an item should imply that the participant doesn’t know the answer that good. 
This would be interesting to analyze further to better validate the use of seven seconds per 
item in part two. The narrowed time limit also leads to the question whether some 
participants found it too troublesome to make a decision and pick an alternative, which 
could mean that some other fundamental skill than prior knowledge partly explains the 
results. 
 
Another interesting thing to look into could be how individual’s curiosity behaves for task 
switching by using more or less monotonous and difficult tasks. Could we manipulate the 
frequency and order of tasks that is more or less monotonous and difficulty so that people 
over time become more curious, regardless of performance level? This might help to 
further explain why people tend to behave differently when being given the same tasks, 
and is therefore of great value to help students to learn all the different subjects throughout 
the education time. 
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